The overall objective of this study was the description of the behavior of mesogen substituted acetylene monomers and polymers in monolayer films at the air/water interface and as multilayer films including the formation of such films. Fundamental knowledge to be gained would include the effect of balancing hydrophilic and hydrophobic tendencies in a molecule more complex than the classical fatty acids or lipids. The effect of molecular shape on the packing and thus the ultimate stability of monolayers formed from these new molecules was explored. The work takes on the challenge of preorienting monomers in well-ordered arrays prior to attempting polymerization with the hope that order would be preserved in any resulting polymer. New knowledge gained with regard to the acetylenic monomers includes processing of the acetylene monomer into multilayer films, followed by the design and synthesis of a second generation of improved monomer structure for superior LBK film transfer properties. A third generation of acetylenic monomer was synthesized which approaches more closely the goal of solid state polymerization of these materials.

A parallel study took a different approach. The materials are pre-formed poly(phenylene-acetylene) polymers so questions about reactivity are mute. The materials are a variation on the well-known hairy-rod polymers with regard to their Langmuir film-forming properties.

Overall, the goal was to demonstrate that these polymers could be processed into NLO materials with novel polar order.
A series of amphiphilic acetylenic monomer compounds was synthesized and investigated. A series of phenylene acetylene based polymers was also investigated. The goal of these studies was to improve the knowledge of the properties of these non-classical amphiphiles and indicate how the class of materials might effectively be incorporated in thin film form on solids for non-linear optical and electrically conducting applications.

The acetylenic monomer compounds were synthesized and characterized with a view towards polymerizing them in monolayers and subsequently depositing them on solids. First, several liquid crystalline monoacetylenes having the structures below were studied. While stable Langmuir monolayers could be obtained through mixing the compounds with other surfactants, satisfactory polymerization could not be obtained.
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A second series of compounds containing phenyl acetylenic groups was then synthesized. These compounds formed better Langmuir monolayers. It was hoped that improved molecular design would improve the amphiphilic character while the phenyl acetylenic groups would allow initiation of polymerization by lower energy (visible light) radiation. These compounds formed stable Langmuir monolayers but were not significantly more polymerizable than the first materials.

Towards the end of the grant a third type of compound containing an anthracenal acetylenic group was synthesized. This material was motivated by the fact that it should be polymerizable at even lower energies, indeed literature claims indicated that this class of compounds were polymerizable in the bulk. By the end of the grant, this monomer had been prepared and characterization was started. Another potentially attractive feature of these anthracene derivatives is their ability to carry significant charge and thus their potential for photorefractive properties. The monomer was found to form stable monolayers consistent with close-packing of the anthracene units. Though insufficient time was left to complete characterization studies, this type of monomer should hold promise for continued work in this area.

The second approach taken was the study of monolayers of a series of preformed poly(phenylene-ylnlenes). These materials were prepared in collaboration with Dr. J. LeMoigne in Strasbourg, France. The materials, poly(2-(11-hydroxy undecanoxy)-5-methoxyphenylene-ethynolene), poly(2-(11-hydroxyundecanoxy)-5-methoxyphenylene-ethynolene-pyridine-ethynolene), and poly(2,5-di-(11-hydroxyundecanoxy)phenylene-ethynolene-pyridinium bromide-ethynolene) all spread to form monolayers. Two of the polymers were observed to form microscopic network morphologies after treatment by a simple processing procedure. The properties of one polymer's network was studied in detail including the network dynamics. A model for the nanoscale orientation of the polymer within its network was proposed. In addition, a new method for estimating the line tension between 2-D phases based on the observation of cell coalescence was developed. This class of materials may hold promise for nanopatterned thin film structures.
The materials synthesized in this study are a variation on the well-known hairy-rod polymers with regard to their Langmuir film-forming properties. The chemical nature of the polymer backbone puts the polymers synthesized into the class of NLO polymers which have promise for excellent optical properties. The shape of these rigid-rod molecules leads to comparisons with theoretical models of needles on a 2D plane. These polymers differ from previously studied rigid-rod polymers in that the alkyl side chains which give these polymers their solubility are terminated with a hydroxy group. Thus the Langmuir films gain stability not only from the packing of the polymers but also through strong adsorption to the water surface. This difference leads to non-classical 2D phase behavior. New knowledge gained with regard to the poly(phenylene-acetylene)s incudes detailed description of the two-dimensional phase behavior of these materials. This description includes not only the microscale morphology of 2D phase separation but also a description of the nanoscale intra- and intermolecular arrangement.

Overall, the benefits of the approach taken are that the polymers produced are highly ordered and processable as thin film coatings. The disadvantage is the poor reactivity observed in many of the monomers and the difficulties associated with producing sizable quantities of material.
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The research resulted in five papers published or in process in peer-reviewed journals and one non-peer reviewed publication as noted below. During the course of the grant, Joe Roberts, the Ph.D. student supported by NASA, spent several months at the Lewis Research Center doing synthesis in support of the project. In addition, the research has been presented at eight meetings as noted below.
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